CAITHNESS,
THROUGH MY
WINDOW
ACTIVITY BOOK

Through your Window
by Marelle Alexander (LAC General Manager)

So your sitting in your favourite chair
thinking ‘Oh poor me’,
but instead of feeling sorry and sad
show me what you see,
it may be a lovely sky at night
or a birdie taking flight,
wherever you live
whatever your age
please don’t let it feel like you live in a cage…
All we want is a bonnie view
out your window - maybe a coo!!
A wee bit of fun
to fill in a while
but send them to us
to make us smile.
This activity booklet has been put together by Lyth Arts Centre as a response to the 2020 COVID-19
pandemic. Lyth Arts Centre is currently closed and the reopening date is undetermined due to the
unknown length of social distancing restrictions. In the meantime, we wish to continue to support our
local artists and we want to continue to reach out to our community in whatever way we can. Life is
currently very strange for us all. We are hoping that this activity pack will bring some thought and
inspiration into your homes and persuade you all to look around you, see things a little differently,
and create.
We have commissioned these local professional artists to come up with some activities and show you
a bit of their own work which you can enjoy and have a go at yourselves. This activity pack is aimed
at children but all ages are welcome to have a go. Younger children will need some assistance. So
please enjoy, work alone, work together as a family, all ages included, get creative and please share
your results with us.
From all the team at LAC

Meet the artists involved in
Caithness - Through My Window

Joanne lives in Dunnet, on Dunnet Head, Caithness, only 2 miles from where
she grew up in the village of Brough. She has worked as a self-employed artist
since graduating in 1992.
Joanne is inspired by our heritage and how we used to live. She uses lots of
different materials and traditional craft techniques to make her art.

Joanne B Kaar
Joannebkaar.com

Research based visual artist often
using traditional craft techniques.
Mixing facts, fiction and folklore.

Thurso based artist and jewellery
maker based at her studio and
workshop in Thurso.

Lindsey Gallagher
Lindseygallacher.com
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Lindsey graduated from Edinburgh College of Art in 2000 with 1st class
honours in BA (hons) Design and Applied Arts. She didn’t study art in High
School so took the long route to Art College by first taking an evening course,
then a year portfolio course to get into ECA. The long route can sometimes be
the best route.

Although Hannah has not always been a watercolour artist or lived in
Caithness, she has always loved nature. After finishing her degree in
Computer Animation, she moved to Caithness to be closer to her family and
more inspired by our beautiful surroundings, now almost 4 years on she is
selling her designs all over Scotland.

Hannah Cambridge
Hannahcambridge.co.uk

Hannah Cambridge is a full-time freelance
watercolour illustrator based in Wick.

Caithness author and poet.

George Gunn

George Gunn was born in Thurso in 1956 where he still lives. He has been a
deep-sea fisherman, a driller for oil in the North Sea, a journalist, playwright
and poet. He has written lots of plays for stage and radio. His poems, reviews
and essays often appear in magazines and newspapers. He has also written a
book about Caithness, The Province of the Cat and a novel The Great Edge.

To learn more about these artists please visit
http://www.lytharts.org.uk/

Have a go yourself!

Or if you just fancy a bit of colouring in - have a go at
colouring Joanne’s sketches!

No Look
Drawing!
This is a fun exercise to help you draw faster and better. It encourages you to really look at the
subject you are wanting to draw and not just draw what you think you see.
When you can draw quickly it will help you in lots of ways, like drawing moving animals and
people or when you don’t have much time. I like to use either an inky pen or a dark pencil that
has been nicely sharpened.

Let’s get strarted...
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FIND SOMETHING TO DRAW
THAT INTERESTS YOU. (whether
it be a flower or your shoe,your hand
or a shell, moving onto more tricky
things as you get more confident.)

PUT THE OBJECT YOU HAVE
CHOSEN IN FRONT OF YOU.

Place the tip of your pen or pencil
on the page wherever you are
going to start from, and from there
on in, the pen should not lift off
the page as this is also going to
be a ‘CONTINUOUS LINE
DRAWING’.

Now draw the object without taking
your pen off the paper and without
looking at the paper.
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As you are concentrating so hard
on looking at what you are drawing,
you will notice so much more detail.
Try and draw as much detail as
you can.

Don’t worry if you completely lose
your way, it’s okay to have a peek to
place your pen back in place.

It is highly likely that you are going
to produce a hilarious squiggly mess
that might not looking anything like
what you wanted to draw but I bet it
will be interesting.

Once you have done this exercise
with small objects in your house,
you can move on to looking out of
the window or go into the garden
and find areas that you would like to
draw. It could be the chimney tops,
or just a doorway, an old shed or
a plant.

Wire Drawings

This is my First ever attempt
at a wire drawing!

How it began - I was once an artist in residence at the Highland wild life
park, I discovered pretty quickly that the animals didn’t stay still unless
they were asleep and this is where I used the ‘no look drawing and the
continuous line drawing to help me draw faster. It was after doing this
for a few weeks, I figured out that I could use my jewellers wire to replicate my drawing, and this is when I developed a ‘drawing with wire’
technique.

Are you ready to have a go?
Using wire for pictures is for older children who are able to make more fiddly things.
Thin wire can be cut with normal scissors but please don’t use a good pair of scissors,
please check with an adult first! Thicker wire will require wire cutters and pliers to twist
and bend it. I will sometimes sand the end of a wire if it’s sharp before working with
it. These are very important things to consider before trying wire art but don’t let that
stop you.
You can use all different kinds of wire; garden wire, florists wire, scientific wire. Someone in
your household might have wire strippers that are used for exposing copper from electrical
wire, it would be best if you could get an adult to do this part for you.
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Once you have drawn a continuous
line drawing that you are happy with,
follow the lines you have made, using
tweezers or pliers to bend, kink and
twist to replicate your drawing.

I ‘lock’ bits into place by twisting a
couple of times where lines cross,
otherwise the whole piece will spring
apart.

You could try this technique by
replicating your joined up signature
or a full sentence, just make sure each
word is joined with a line.

This picture ‘The Boy Andrew’ is my
biggest and the most complicated I’ve
done. It was created 4 years after
starting the first Pheasants drawing,
so you can see what persistence can
do if you keep discovering, learning,
experimenting and are happy to make
lots of mistakes and learn from them.
It’s over a metre tall, has thick hammered
copper wire all the way down to fine
wire 0.3mm in thickness and I have also
included iron and formica beach finds
from Scrabster beach into the picture.

The image below is a wire picture I
made from a drawing by a 6 year old
who drew the dragon in ‘How To Kickstart a Dragon’

String art
for younger
children...

What’s needed
Paper
Tissue paper
something to spread glue
PVA glue
String or wool
Scissors

Drawing with wire will be a bit tricky for younger kids so why not try this – drawing with string. You can
use a whole variety of string, wool or thread, for textures and colours. You can work from a drawing
you have already done or just do a free form shape.
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Cover the area you want to
work in with PVA glue, I used an
old brush but you can use the
edge of a piece of card or glue
spreader.

Cut a long length of wool and
press it into the glue to create
a wiggly drawing, you can use
one colour or lots of colours, it’s
up to you.

Then take your tissue paper,
and spread glue over one side.
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Place the glue side on top of the
wool/string and rub gently over
it to reveal the raised lines.

Trim the edges to neaten up the
picture.

You can paint over the top of it
once it’s dry if you wish.

Tips & Useful Websites
www.heleinaSharpley-wirework-artist.co.uk is a wire artist who often creates art from
household objects but also does wonderful landscape scenes.
I would recommend looking up YouTube for videos on how to create
wire art, there are lots to look at.
People often tell me that they think they can’t draw or have been told by someone else
they can’t draw. If this is you, and you’d like to get better at it, read this page which
explains the many reasons for your thinking.
https://willkempartschool.com/the-3-reasons-why-you-cant-draw-and-what-to-do-about-it/

Maggie Chack
ay Malimak

I’m Maggie Chack ay malimak
flyin ower clett an stack
loopin ay loop
roond geo an gloop
flyin on ma front
flyin on ma back
I’m Maggie Chack ay malimak
A malimak is a petrel bird
or a fulmar as ye’ve heard
oor cousin is ay albatross
ay Sooth Pacific she dis cross
here in ay North wae soar an glide
through gushlan gale an turrie-murrie tide
wae fish fur sellags
an peedie peltags
in ay Pentland Firth aat’s ever frantic
choinin ay North Sea til ay Atlantic
A malimak teets at everythin
from Duncansby til Garrywhin
can ye see ay bonny colour
oh ay Springtime an ay Summer
ay whins are yellow on ay hill
see ay peedie lambies sook thur fill
an ay tailag calfies in ay park
fummlan wae thur leigs from licht til dark
thurs loons an lassies gluffan a gollan aat’s oot oh reach
or stravaigan wae ay stars on Dinnad beach
I’m Maggie Chack ay malimak
flyin ower clett an stack
loopin ay loop
roond geo an gloop
flyin on ma front
flyin on ma back
I’m Maggie Chack ay malimak
©George Gunn 2020

The poem by George Gunn is written in Caithness dialect. There is a list at the back of this
booklet with the meanings of all the Caithness words but before you look at it, see if you, or
anyone in your household knows what they mean. Maybe you could phone an older relative
and ask them?

What
kind of bird is
Maggie?

Maggie Chack (teets)
sees everything as she flies above
Caithness but how far do you think
Maggie Chack could travel? Can you think
of a journey Maggie Chack could go on?
Where could she visit? Where would you
go if you were a malimak?

When you think of some
ideas write them down and see if you can
write your own Maggie Chack journey. Why not
try to make it into your own poem. There is extra
paper at the back of this booklet if you
need more space.

Maggie Chack is soaring
high, what do you think she can
see? Can you draw the things she
might see on her journeys?

Caithness/
Kaitness
words
Caithness has its own dialect. There are words and pronunciations that are only spoken in this
corner of northern Scotland. Lots are still used today but many are used less and less. Test your
Kaitness dialect knowledge by matching the Caithness words with their meanings. Then use
your colouring pencils to colour in the cod.

blackjock

				

dordie-lochran		
grice

					

blockie					
scorrie – scoot			

sweeping brush
piglet
blackbird
gull droppings
a molar tooth

chantie po				

a young cod

aikle						

chamber pot

besom 					

lizard

The Marine Mosaic
CALLING ALL ARTISTS, PROFESSIONAL, AMATEUR, HAVE A GO, FIRST TIMERS,
YOUNG AND OLD!!!
This is the year of Scotland’s Coasts and Waters and to celebrate our wonderful and rich coastline
LAC would like to put together a Marine Mosaic and we would like you to help.

What you need...
1) Take one 5-inch square (or 12.5cm x 12.5cm) of fabric or paper of any kind – use anything you
have around the house, old pillow case, tablecloth, old clothing, etc.
2) This square is now your blank canvas.
3) On this canvas we invite you to express your thoughts, feelings, responses to our amazing
Caithness coastline and what it means to you.
There are no rules: you can draw, paint, embroider, glue, stick, write, print.

What we’ll do with it...
We want as many square tiles as we can get, we have plenty of time right now to be creative.
When we have enough, the tiles will be pieced together to create a huge county wide collaborative
art work, the Marine Mosaic – which will be displayed as part of Northern Lights Festival Wick!

What to do with it when you’re finished
1) Post it to Lyth Arts Centre: Lyth Arts Centre, Lyth, Wick, Caithness, KW1 4UD
2) Send us a photograph of your square: Email to Helen@lytharts.org.uk
or tag @lythartscentre on Facebook / Twitter / Instagam

Don’t forget to include your name on your tile so you can be credited!

------- 5 inch -------
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Have a go yourself!

Glossary
Chack; Jack, a Caithness surname
malimak; a fulmar
ower; over
clett; a sea stack, at Brough for example
stack; a clett
loopin; looping
geo; a naturally forming inlet in a cliff or
headland
gloop; a collapsed sea cave, for example on
Stroma
petrel; the species of bird the fulmar belongs
as does the albatross
gushlan; messy, spilling
turrie-murrie; an argument, an upset
sellags; the first edible stage of the coalfish
peltags; a year old coalfish
aat’s, that’s
choinin; joining – the hard “g” at the start
of any word is softened in Caithness Scots to
“ch” and if occurring at the end is dropped to
become either “in” or “an”. This is the linguistic
trace of Gaelic as is the ending of a word in
“ag”, for example hill becomes hillag and a boy
becomes a bouyag and so on.
pechan; panting
Thirsa; Thurso
sornan; seeking, searching
fill; a lot
Groatie Buckies; small conch shells found on
white sand beaches and are good-luck charms
shottin creels; setting out lobster creels/pots
at sea
neep dreels; turnip rows set in raised earth

clockan; broody, about to lay eggs
ploo; plough
brew; beer
fowk; people, folk
peedie lambies sook thur fill; little lambs
sucking to be fed
ay tailag calfies in ay park; late-born
calves in a field
fummlan; tumbling, fumbling
leigs; legs
loons an lassies; boys and girls
gluffan; giving a fright to someone
gollan; part of a rainbow seen, usually, before
a storm
stravaigan; wandering
wae; with
Dinnad; Dunnet, place names in Caithness are
pronounced in a way that shows their, mainly,
Norse origin (Dunnet is Gaelic) e.g. Halkirk is
pronounce Hakreek (High Kirk, because the
Bishop resided there in his Ha, house or it could
be that it was Hal, Norse for holy); Wick is
Week as in harbour, Uig in Gaelic but it means
the same thing; and Thurso is Thirsa which
means river crossing of bulls or related to the
god Thor, his town. Torshaven is the capital of
the Faroe Islands and means exactly the same
thing. My favourite is Watten which is Vatten
which mean water i.e. the loch.
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